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Extended Data Fig. 1 High LHCGR 

expression in 
GNA11 and 
CTNNB1 double 
mutant co-
transfected 
primary human 
adrenal cells. 

New_Extended
_Data_Figure_
1.tif 

a, APA 351T cells transfected with CTNNB1
(untagged plasmid) and GNA11 (GFP-
tagged plasmid) wild-type or Q209P (red 
boxed cell). LHCGR and CTNNB1 expression 
was visualized as in Figure 3f using the 
primary antibody rabbit anti-LHCGR 
#NLS1436 (1:200; Novus Biologicals, UK) 
and the primary antibody mouse anti-
CTNNB1 #610154 (1:100; BD transduction 
Lab, USA), respectively. Scale bars, 50 μm. 
b, Immunofluorescence of LHCGR in APA 
351T cells was quantified using corrected 
total cell fluorescence (CTCF). LHCGR 
expression was increased in cells 
expressing high CTNNB1 and GNA11 
Q209P (the exact number, n, of cells 
quantified from two independent 
experiment are as indicated below the x-
axis; the P-values indicated are according 
to Kolmogorov–Smirnov statistical test). 
High CTNNB1 was determined as CTCF 
>10,000. Data are presented as mean 
values +/- s.e.m. Extended Data Fig. 2 GNA11 somatic 

mutations were 
found in the 
adjacent 
adrenals to 
double-mutant 
APA of patient 6. 

New_Extended
_Data 
Figure_2.tif 

a, From six different regions (R1-5, at the 
edges of the adrenal cortex, R6 and APA, 
within the circled areas) in the formalin 
fixed paraffin embedded (FFPE) adjacent 
adrenal gland, genomic DNA samples of 
patient 6 were genotyped for CTNNB1 and 
GNA11 mutations. Immunohistochemistry 
of KCNJ5 and CYP11B2 were used for 
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 region selection. Scale bar, 10 mm and 50 
μm as indicated. b, Sanger sequencing 
identified weak chromatogram peaks of 
CTNNB1 G34R and GNA11 Q209P somatic 
mutations in region 6 of the adjacent 
adrenal gland. c, Next generation 
sequencing confirmed the CTNNB1 G34R 
and GNA11 Q209P mutations in region 6 of 
the adjacent adrenal gland. d, qPCR of R1-6 
and APA showed a 337-fold higher of 
TMEM132E, 38-fold higher of CYP11B2, 14-
fold higher of DKK1 and 10-fold higher of 
LHCGR expression in region 6 compared to 
region 5. Regions 1-5 have similar 
expression of the above genes. The APA 
had the highest expression of CYP11B2, 
TMEM132E, DKK1, LHCGR and lowest 
expression of CYP11B1 and LGR5 
compared to regions 1-6. 
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Most aldosterone-producing adenomas (APA) have gain-of-function somatic mutations of ion-69 

channels or transporters. However, their frequency in aldosterone-producing cell clusters of 70 

normal adrenals suggests a requirement for co-driver mutations in APAs. Here we identified gain-71 

of-function mutations in both CTNNB1 and GNA11 by whole exome sequencing of 3/41 APAs. 72 

Further sequencing of known CTNNB1-mutant APAs led to a total of 16 of 27 (59%) with a somatic 73 

p.Gln209His, p.Gln209Pro or p.Gln209Leu mutation of GNA11 or GNAQ. Solitary GNA11 mutations 74 

were found in hyperplastic zona glomerulosa adjacent to double-mutant APAs. Nine of ten 75 

patients in our UK/Irish cohort presented in puberty, pregnancy, or menopause. Among multiple 76 

transcripts upregulated >10-fold in double-mutant APAs was LHCGR, the receptor for luteinizing or 77 

pregnancy hormone (human-chorionic-gonadotropin). Transfections of adrenocortical cells 78 

demonstrated additive effects of GNA11 and CTNNB1 mutations on aldosterone secretion and 79 

expression of genes upregulated in double-mutant APAs. In adrenal cortex, GNA11/Q mutations 80 

appear clinically silent without a co-driver mutation of CTNNB1. 81 

 82 

Primary aldosteronism is a major cause of hypertension. This is potentially curable when due to an 83 

aldosterone-producing adenoma (APA) in one adrenal. Conversely, when primary aldosteronism is 84 

overlooked, it leads to resistant hypertension and high cardiovascular risk. The landmark report of 85 

somatic gain-of-function mutations in KCNJ5 in 30-40% of APAs was followed by the discovery of 86 

further ion-channel or transporter mutations, mainly of CACNA1D, ATP1A1 and ATP2B3, and of some 87 

clinical, pathological and biochemical differences between KCNJ5-mutant APAs and the others1-4. In 88 

particular, KCNJ5-mutant APAs are more common in women and have features resembling the 89 

cortisol-secreting cells of physiological zona fasciculata (ZF)5-8. Conversely, APAs with other ion-90 

channel mutations are more common in men and resemble the physiological smaller aldosterone-91 

producing cells of adrenal zona glomerulosa (ZG)4,9. Opinion has varied on whether the residual 20-92 

30% of APAs without apparent mutation is due to sampling from parts of an APA that do not express 93 
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the aldosterone-synthesizing enzyme, CYP11B2, or to the existence of further somatic mutations yet 94 

to be discovered8-10. The genes whose mutation increases aldosterone production may differ from 95 

those responsible for tumor formation. Several of the former, particularly CACNA1D, are frequently 96 

mutated in the aldosterone-producing cell clusters (or nodules) of otherwise normal adrenals11. 97 

KCNJ5 mutation was initially proposed to stimulate cell proliferation, as well as aldosterone 98 

production1, but the increased calcium entry consequent on mutation stimulates apoptosis rather 99 

than proliferation12. Wnt pathway-activating mutations of CTNNB1, encoding β-catenin, are found in 100 

~5% of APAs. β-catenin is a co-activator for a number of transcription factors, and mutations that 101 

prevent phosphorylation of exon-3 residues are regarded as oncogenic in adrenal and other 102 

tumors8,10,13,14. However, there are only rare reports of CTNNB1 mutations co-existing with somatic 103 

mutations that activate aldosterone production8,15, and in most APAs with CTNNB1 mutations, these 104 

have been apparently solitary13,16. Whether CTNNB1 mutations are able on their own to stimulate 105 

autonomous aldosterone production, or co-exist with other unidentified mutations, has not been 106 

resolved. 107 

Three whole exome sequencing (WES) studies, which initially found CACNA1D, ATP1A1, and 108 

ATP2B3 mutant APAs2-4, also reported several other genes mutated in the tumor DNA. However, 109 

even re-interrogation of the three WES studies together did not identify additional potential 110 

pathogenic mutations that are present in more than one sample. We therefore undertook another 111 

WES study of tumor and germline DNA from a new cohort of 41 APA patients in order to determine 112 

whether there are further genes with recurrent somatic mutation, and whether these were 113 

associated with a specific clinical or biochemical phenotype.  114 

 115 

Results 116 
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Identification of pathogenic somatic mutations in APAs. WES identified somatic mutations of the 117 

four ion-channel/transporter genes at known hotspots in 29 of the 41 APAs (Supplementary Table 118 

1). Somatic mutations of CACNA1D were the most frequent (n = 11), followed by KCNJ5 (n = 9), 119 

ATP1A1 (n = 5) and ATP2B3 (n = 4). Three APAs had a known mutation of CTNNB1. All three were 120 

noted to have a second mutation of the Q209 residue of GNA11, which encodes the G-protein G11. 121 

This, or the closely homologous Gq, mediates the aldosterone response to its principal physiological 122 

stimulus, angiotensin II (Fig. 1a), and the highly conserved p.Gln209 residue is essential for GTPase 123 

activation (Fig. 1b)17,18. These mutations cause constitutive G11/q activation.  124 

 125 

Sanger sequencing and replication of GNA11/Q genotype. UK/Ireland (discovery cohort). We 126 

identified p.Gln209His or p.Gln209Pro mutations of GNA11 in the APAs of four further patients in 127 

whom presentation in periods of high LH/HCG had prompted discovery of somatic mutations in exon 128 

3 of CTNNB1 (Supplementary Fig. 1a). One patient was indeed our index case of CTNNB1 mutation, 129 

detected by our first WES, where the p.Gln209His mutation of GNA11 was reported in the pair-wise 130 

comparison analysis4. Once we recognized the co-existence of mutations in CTNNB1 and GNA11, and 131 

associated features reported herein, targeted sequencing identified somatic exon 3 mutations of 132 

CTNNB1 and p.Gln209 mutations of either GNA11 or closely homologous GNAQ in three further 133 

APAs (Supplementary Fig. 1a). Of the total cohort, one was a 12-year old boy presenting at puberty, 134 

and the other nine were women, with presentations in early pregnancy (n = 7) or menopause (n = 1). 135 

All ten were completely cured of hypertension post-adrenalectomy (Table 1).  136 

French cohort. We examined 13 APAs from patients in France for mutation at p.Gln209 of 137 

either GNA11 or GNAQ. These APAs had previously undergone targeted sequencing and been found 138 

to have somatic mutations at exon 3 of CTNNB1. Of these 13 APAs, three had mutations at p.Gln209 139 

of GNA11 and one at p.Gln209 of GNAQ (Table 2 and Supplementary Fig. 1b). During the study, 140 

double-mutation was suspected in a fifth woman, aged 17, whose primary aldosteronism dated from 141 
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puberty; her APA was confirmed to have somatic mutation at p.Gly34 of CTNNB1 and p.Gln209 of 142 

GNAQ (Table 2 and Supplementary Fig. 1b). As controls, we genotyped a further nine APAs with 143 

known ion-channel/transporter gene mutations but found no mutation of CTNNB1. In none of these 144 

nine cases was a mutation found in GNA11 or GNAQ.  145 

Swedish cohort. We achieved further replication by re-analyzing RNA-seq FASTQ data from 146 

the APAs of a published cohort of 15 Swedish patients19. This included three APAs with somatic 147 

mutations of CTNNB1. The re-analysis found one of these to have a p.Gln209His mutation of GNAQ 148 

(Table 2). No mutation of GNA11 or GNAQ was seen in the other 12 APAs that had one of the known 149 

ion-channel/transporter gene mutations19.  150 

In summary, 23/27 patients with CTNNB1-mutant APAs were women, and 16 of the 27 (59%) 151 

had a mutation at p.Gln209 of GNA11 (n = 11) or GNAQ (n = 5). Among the latter, all were women 152 

except for the pubertal boy.  153 

 154 

Functional analyses in human adrenocortical cells. H295R is an immortalized adrenocortical cell line 155 

heterozygous for the p.Ser45Pro mutation of CTNNB1 but wild-type for GNA11 (Supplementary Fig. 156 

2a). Transfection of H295R cells by each of the GNA11 mutations (Supplementary Fig. 2b) increased 157 

aldosterone secretion and CYP11B2 expression (encoding aldosterone synthase) by 4.0-6.2-fold and 158 

3.4-4.2-fold, respectively, compared to wild-type transfected cells (Fig. 2a,b). The stimulatory effect 159 

of angiotensin II 10 nM was retained in the mutant-transfected cells (Supplementary Fig. 2c). The 160 

stimulation of cortisol production by the mutations was less than of aldosterone (Supplementary 161 

Fig. 2d,e). In order to determine whether the Q209 mutations of GNA11 stimulate aldosterone 162 

production, even in the absence of CTNNB1 activation, the transfections of H295R cells were 163 

repeated after either silencing of CTNNB1 using a Dharmacon SMARTpool siRNAs or 24-h treatment 164 

with the CTNNB1 inhibitor ICG-00120,21. Both interventions reduced the aldosterone production 165 

relative to vehicle-treated cells, as anticipated by published experiments (Fig. 2c,d)22,23. However, 166 
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neither silencing of CTNNB1 nor ICG-001 blunted the fold-increase in aldosterone secretion seen in 167 

mutant-transfected cells compared to wild-type (Fig. 2c,d and Supplementary Fig. 2f). As a further 168 

test of whether GNA11 mutations require co-existing CTNNB1 activation in order to increase 169 

aldosterone production, we used primary adrenocortical cells freshly dispersed from APAs with wild-170 

type genotype for CTNNB1 and GNA11 (Supplementary Table 2). Cells were transfected with one 171 

each of the CTNNB1 and GNA11 mutants, or with both mutants together, and compared with cells 172 

transfected with vector or wild-type genes. Aldosterone secretion and CYP11B2 expression were 173 

increased by the individual mutations, but their combination caused substantially greater increases 174 

(Fig. 2e and Supplementary Fig. 2g). We also studied the p.Gln290His mutation of GNAQ. Its 175 

transfection into H295R cells increased aldosterone secretion by 1.93-fold (s.e.m. = 0.06) (Fig. 2f). 176 

 177 

Biochemical phenotype of APAs with double mutations. LHCGR expression. We previously linked 178 

the presentation of the first three women at times of high circulating LH or HCG to high LHCGR 179 

expression by CTNNB1-mutant APAs16. To determine whether the association requires double-180 

mutation of CTNNB1 and GNA11, rather than CTNNB1 mutation alone, we performed qPCR of 181 

LHCGR in all CTNNB1-mutant APAs from the three cohorts. Fold-changes >10 (compared to available 182 

controls for each cohort) were seen in 15/16 double-mutant APAs (Fig. 3a-c). The exception, patient 183 

10, was the sole patient with a p.Gln209Leu mutation. Of possible note, her adrenalectomy 184 

coincided with menstruation, when LHCGR expression, at least in ovarian follicles, is suppressed to 185 

<10% of maximum24. Conversely, 7/9 single-mutant APAs had low or undetectable LHCGR mRNA (P = 186 

0.0001, Fisher exact test). 187 

APAs from the ten UK/Irish patients were positive for LHCGR on immunohistochemistry (IHC) 188 

(Fig. 3d and Supplementary Fig. 3a). Expression within APAs was variable, particularly in APAs with 189 

variable expression of CYP11B2. In the APA from patient 10, which had low mRNA expression for 190 

LHCGR, the protein was concentrated in a visually distinct segment; this allowed demonstration that 191 
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variation in IHC signal corresponded to fold-change on qPCR (Supplementary Fig. 3a). Adrenal 192 

medulla was also unexpectedly positive, confirmed by analyses of laser-capture microdissected RNA 193 

(Supplementary Fig. 3b). Since LHCGR in steroidogenic cells is coupled to both GαS and GαQ/11, the 194 

consequences of activation will depend not only on LH/HCG levels, but also on downstream 195 

signalling, and paracrine stimulation by other cell types with physiological expression of LHCGR25. 196 

There was also striking heterogeneity in subcellular sites of expression (Supplementary Fig. 3c). 197 

Membranous and vesicular expression were most common in double-mutant APAs, but cytosolic in 198 

adjacent ZG (Supplementary Fig. 3d). 199 

There is no expression of LHCGR in H295R cells, indicating that LH/HCG stimulation is not 200 

essential in these cells to the induction of autonomous aldosterone production by GNA11/Q 201 

mutation (Fig. 2a-b,f and Supplementary Fig. 3e). The steroidome of H295R cells suggests a cell of 202 

origin in zona reticularis, far downstream of the primordial adrenogenital cells that are the common 203 

precursor of gonads and adrenal cortex26. We therefore turned again to primary adrenocortical cells, 204 

comparing LHCGR expression in cells transfected with mutant GNA11 and CTNNB1, alone or 205 

together. qPCR showed greater expression of LHCGR in cells transfected with mutations of both 206 

genes, than with single-mutations or vector (Fig. 3e). The low transfection of primary cells also 207 

enabled comparisons of individual cells, by immunofluorescence, both within and between each 208 

well. The red immunofluorescence for LHCGR was qualitatively intense, and frequently 209 

membranous, in cells positive for both mutations, but was scarce in GFP-negative cells lacking 210 

GNA11 p.Gln209 mutation (Fig. 3f and Supplementary Fig. 3e-i). Quantitative analysis confirmed a 211 

higher LHCGR intensity in cells with GNA11-mutant transfection (Fig. 3g). However some GNA11-212 

mutant cells were LHCGR positive even without CTNNB1 transfection. Post-hoc analysis showed that 213 

LHCGR (red) intensity was qualitatively and quantitatively associated with immunofluorescence 214 

(magenta) for CTNNB1 (Supplementary Fig. 3j), consistent with adrenocortical Wnt activation in 215 

primary aldosteronism27,28. When both plasmids were transfected into primary adrenocortical cells, 216 

and these were compared by intensity of green (GNA11) and magenta (CTNNB1), the red (LHCGR) 217 
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intensity was 31-144 fold higher in cells with GNA11-p.Gln209Pro transfection and high CTNNB1 218 

intensity than in other cells (Extended Data Fig. 1).  219 

Expression of top differentiated genes. LHCGR was the most upregulated gene (compared to 220 

other APAs in the same microarray)16 in the APA of patient 4, but a weaker pregnancy association in 221 

the replication cohorts (Tables 1 and 2) prompted us to ask whether there are other genes 222 

consistently upregulated in the double-mutant APAs. We re-examined our previous public-domain 223 

expression data (microarray or RNA-seq) performed in three of the double-mutant APAs before their 224 

genotype was known: the index case from 2013 (patient 4)4,29,30, the APA from a menopausal woman 225 

(patient 6)5, and the newly diagnosed Swedish double-mutant APA (S1)19. Unsupervised hierarchical 226 

clustering analysis of the most variably expressed genes in the three studies showed clustering of 227 

the three double-mutant APAs, and a high proportion of genes were many-fold upregulated 228 

compared to other APAs (Fig. 4a). LHCGR is among several ‘hallmark’ genes with uniquely high 229 

expression in the three double-mutant APAs, including the neuronal cell adhesion molecule 230 

TMEM132E and the Wnt inhibitor DKK1 (Fig. 4b). Further genes are also upregulated in other ZG-like 231 

(compared to KCNJ5-mutant) APAs, or in one or both solitary CTNNB1-mutant APAs. A small number 232 

of genes are downregulated in the double-mutant APAs, including CYP11B1 (Fig. 4b). This gene 233 

encodes the final enzyme in cortisol synthesis (11 β-hydroxylase). Enrichment analysis using DAVID 234 

(Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery v6.8) showed significant 235 

enrichment of features or terms concerned with cell-junction/cell adhesion or synapse 236 

(Supplementary Table 3).  237 

qPCR confirmed large (10’s to 1000’s-fold) higher expression of several of the hallmark 238 

transcripts in 4-5 double-mutants (from whom RNA of fresh-frozen tissue remained) than in nine 239 

APAs without mutations of either gene (Fig. 4c,d) or (for TMEM132E) than in seven APAs with 240 

solitary mutation of CTNNB1 (Fig. 4e). However, in H295R cells that were transfected with mutant 241 

GNA11 and that have germline S45P mutation of CTNNB1, TMEM132E was the only one of the six 242 
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tested genes to be significantly and substantially upregulated (Fig. 4f). TMEM132E and LHCGR were 243 

the top genes that differed most robustly between double-mutant and other APAs, including those 244 

with solitary mutations of CTNNB1 (Fig. 4e and Supplementary Fig. 4). LHCGR itself remained 245 

undetectable after transfection of mutant GNA11.  246 

In a previous IHC analysis of eight CTNNB1-mutant APAs, we reported four with low 247 

CYP11B2 (H-score < 30) and high CYP11B1 expression (H-score > 200) versus three with high 248 

CYP11B2 (H-score > 200) and low CYP11B1 expression (H-score < 1)13. No genotyping was available 249 

from these patients, but IHC in two of the current Swedish cohort showed similar contrast between 250 

the single- and double-mutant APAs (Supplementary Fig. 5a), supported by qPCR and aldosterone 251 

measurements (Supplementary Fig. 5b). These findings, and the low CYP11B1 expression highlighted 252 

in the heatmap of the three double-mutant APAs (Fig. 4b), prompted us to analyze CYP11B1 and 253 

CYP11B2 expression in double-mutant APAs compared to APAs with single mutations of CTNNB1 or 254 

other genotypes. qPCR confirmed a low CYP11B1:CYP11B2 ratio, and an overall low expression of 255 

CYP11B1, in ten double-mutant APAs with available RNA (Fig. 5a). IHC of all the UK/Irish double-256 

mutant APAs showed absent CYP11B1 but strong staining of CYP11B2 (Fig. 5b).  257 

 258 

Phenotype and genotype of adjacent adrenals. The IHC also showed consistent hyperplasia of 259 

adjacent ZG, with absence of both CYP11B1 and CYP11B2 staining, but weak/moderate staining for 260 

LHCGR (Supplementary Fig. 5c). There were few aldosterone-producing cell clusters (APCCs), and a 261 

possible atrophy of zona fasciculata (ZF). The ZG expansion resembles that in mice with transgenic 262 

activation of adrenal Gq or CTNNB131,32. A similar picture is also seen in a minority of patients with 263 

mosaicism of GNAS at the residues analogous to the p.Gln209 or p.Arg183 residues of GNA11/Q 264 

(McCune-Albright syndrome)33-35. We therefore wondered whether loci of GNA11 mutation may be 265 

present in the adrenal cortex adjacent to APAs with GNA11 mutations at p.Gln209.  266 
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Multiple punch biopsies were taken for genomic DNA (± cDNA sequencing and qPCR) from 267 

six regions of fresh-frozen adrenal available from patient 7 (Fig. 6a-c). Genomic DNA from three 268 

regions had the same double-mutation genotype as the original tumor (Supplementary Fig. 6a); in 269 

one case, the associated cDNA had low expression of CYP11B2 and LHCGR (Fig. 6b). Samples from 270 

the other three regions were CTNNB1 wild-type, but one (DNA1) had the same p.Gln209His 271 

mutation of GNA11 as the APA, homozygous in R1 genomic DNA and heterozygous in R1 cDNA 272 

(Supplementary Fig. 6a and Fig. 6c). The latter had undetectable levels of CYP11B2, LHCGR (Fig. 6b) 273 

and other hallmark differentially expressed genes (DEG) high in double-mutant APAs 274 

(Supplementary Fig. 6a), confirming its separation from the APA. In patient 6, a focal area of peri-275 

medullary ZG cells was weakly positive for CYP11B2 (Extended Data Fig. 2a) and for mutations of 276 

GNA11 and CTNNB1 (Extended Data Fig. 2b,c). qPCR from this double-mutant region showed 277 

intermediate expression of several DEG genes (Extended Data Fig. 2d). For more precise analysis and 278 

location, we undertook laser capture microdissection (LCM) of a formalin-fixed paraffin embedded 279 

adrenal section from patient 1, in which ZG was intact in the adjacent adrenal gland (Fig. 6d,e). Two 280 

of eight sites (ZG1 and ZG6) at distinct ends of the adrenal limbs were, respectively, heterozygous or 281 

homozygous for the same p.Gln209Pro mutation in GNA11 as the APA, but did not have the APA’s 282 

mutation of CTNNB1 (Fig. 6f and Supplementary Fig. 6b). The findings of APA mutations in adjacent 283 

adrenal were replicated in each case by up to three quantitative techniques (ddPCR for GNA11 and 284 

GNAQ, targeted NGS for both tumor genes, and WES) (Supplementary Table 4a-d). There was high 285 

concordance between ddPCR, NGS and Sanger sequencing when analyzed in the same sample, e.g. 286 

in patient 6 (Extended Data Fig. 2b,c and Supplementary Table 4a). Where fresh samples were re-287 

taken, concordance with Sanger sequencing was lower, e.g. patient 1 (Fig. 6d-f and Supplementary 288 

Table 4b) and patient 7 (Supplementary Table 4a,b), and NGS detected both tumor genes in some 289 

samples. Minor allele frequencies (MAF) > 3% were not seen for other bases in the targeted region 290 

or at the same base in other adrenals. No mutations were found in four adrenals adjacent to APAs 291 
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with KCNJ5 or CACNA1D mutations (Supplementary Table 4d), nor in a limited number of scrapings 292 

adjacent to the double-mutant APAs from patients 2, 8, and 9 (Supplementary Table 4b,c). 293 

In McCune-Albright syndrome, GNAS mutation can be difficult to detect, and appear 294 

homozygous, heterozygous or absent at adjacent sites36,37. Finding an APA’s mutation at disparate 295 

sites of adjacent ZG could point to an origin during adrenogenesis, but strictly defined mosaicism is 296 

hard to prove within single tissues.  297 

 298 

Discussion  299 

We report the discovery of gain-of-function mutations of the G-protein gene GNA11, or its close 300 

homolog GNAQ, in multiple APAs. To date, the mutation is always residue p.Gln209 and associated 301 

with a gain-of-function mutation of CTNNB1. Mutation of p.Gln209, or homologous p.Gln in GNAS or 302 

GNA12-14, impair hydrogen bonds between G-protein α and β subunits17,18. In ZG, Gq/11 mediate 303 

the aldosterone response to angiotensin II via stimulation of intracellular Ca2+ release by inositol 304 

trisphosphate (IP3)38. Somatic mutations of the Gln209 or Arg183 codons of GNA11 or GNAQ have 305 

been reported in the majority of uveal melanomas and in several congenital skin or vascular lesions, 306 

including blue nevi and Sturge-Weber syndrome39-41. In some congenital lesions, the mutation of 307 

GNA11/Q is mosaic, being found in several disparate sites42.  308 

The role of Wnt signalling in adrenal development and APA formation is well 309 

established28,43,44. Usually the Wnt activation in APAs is present without mutation of CTNNB1, but 310 

gain-of-function somatic mutations of exon 3 of CTNNB1 are found in ~5% of APAs, as well as other 311 

adrenal tumors10,13,14,27,45,46. 20-30% of malignant adrenocarcinomas of the adrenal (ACC) have the 312 

same mutations of CTNNB1 as occur in APAs27, but mutations of GNA11/Q are absent from ACCs, 313 

and their common co-driver mutations are in different genes (e.g. TP53, MED12)47. In many 314 

malignancies, co-drivers are the exception, often following chemotherapy48,49.  315 
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So why do these two well known oncogenic mutations cluster in APAs, but seemingly no 316 

other tumor? Occasional APAs have been reported with dual mutation of CTNNB1 and CACNA1D50. 317 

However, unlike GNA11/Q, CACNA1D appears to be the sole driver in most APAs where it is 318 

mutated, or to co-exist with such a variety of mutations that no other gene was recurrently co-319 

mutated in our 11 CACNA1D-mutant APAs. The greater prevalence of CTNNB1 than GNA11/Q 320 

mutations, and the ZG hyperplasia of mice with CTNNB1 mutations, might suggest that GNA11/Q 321 

mutations arise in a subset of CTNNB1-mutant APAs51. In possible support, Wnt activation by 322 

germline mutation of APC predisposes, rarely, to somatic mutation of KCNJ552. In possible opposition 323 

is the high CYP11B1 expression of solitary CTNNB1-mutant APAs, but exceptionally low expression in 324 

the double-mutants, suggesting different sites of origin within the adrenal cortex.  325 

The clue to whether one mutation generally precedes the other may come from growing 326 

evidence that increased transcription drives mutation53, and from examples where Gq/11 lie 327 

upstream of CTNNB1 activation. As proof-of-concept, mutation of upstream MAPK in the 328 

melanogenesis pathway leads via second-hit mutation of CTNNB1 to penetrating nevi54. A recent 329 

study of p.Gln209 mutations of GNAQ in uveal melanoma suggested that these cause hyperplasia, 330 

‘being insufficient for neoplastic transformation’, and highlighted clustering of driver mutations 331 

within KEGG pathways to explain recurrent second hits55. Coincidentally, GNA11/Q and CTNNB1 332 

feature together in just one KEGG pathway, melanogenesis. Adrenal MC1R expression, and presence 333 

of melanin in occasional pigmented adrenal nodules, seems unlikely to be directly relevant to our 334 

double-mutant APAs56,57, but the connection between GNAQ and CTNNB1 in melanogenesis is the 335 

Wnt receptor FZD6, which is the most upregulated Frizzled in ZG29. An additional potential link 336 

between Gq/11 and CTNNB1 activation is through RSPO358. The RSPO3-LGR5 pathway is active in ZG, 337 

maybe controlling cell proliferation and migration as in intestinal crypts29,59-61. In summary, GNA11/Q 338 

mutations may arise early and create conditions in which a second hit in CTNNB1 leads to APA 339 

formation. Proven examples of GNA11/Q mosaicism, and the disconnected, discrete areas of GNA11 340 

mutation in adjacent hyperplastic ZG, are consistent with this view42. CTNNB1 mosaicism has 341 
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occasionally been suggested, and much further work is required to determine whether mosaicism 342 

for either or both genes might be the antecedent to double-mutant APAs62,63. A case of KCNJ5 343 

mosaicism was recently reported64. 344 

In the replication cohorts from France and Sweden, single-mutant outnumbered double-345 

mutant APAs by 2:1, whereas no single-mutant APAs were found among UK patients. The latter 346 

came from a variety of endocrine, renal and hypertension clinics, with no apparent referral bias. 347 

Ethnic variation in somatic mutation of several genes is recognized in APAs, with KCNJ5 mutations 348 

being more common in cohorts of East Asian ancestry than those of European ancestry, and less 349 

frequent than CACNA1D in patients of African ancestry, in whom no CTNNB1 mutations are yet 350 

reported50,65. Ancestral variation within Europe may seem less likely than between continents. 351 

Although melanogenesis is probably irrelevant to adrenal p.Gln209 mutation, MC1R genotype and 352 

phenotype (red hair) illustrate intra-continental heterogeneity66. 353 

Our findings suggest that onset of hypertension in the first trimester – the period of peak 354 

HCG secretion – should prompt consideration of primary aldosteronism. Most pregnancy-associated 355 

hypertension arises in later trimesters. The index case of our original report was successfully 356 

managed on amiloride through pregnancy, whereas undiagnosed primary aldosteronism is high-risk 357 

for mother and fetus16,67. We previously linked the seemingly explosive presentation of CTNNB1-358 

mutant APAs in early pregnancy to their induction of LHCGR expression. We have not ourselves 359 

confirmed LH responsiveness of cells transfected with mutant CTNNB1 and GNA11, but LH can 360 

induce the CYP11B2 promoter by 25-fold in adrenocortical cells transfected with LHCGR 361 

expression16,68. LH stimulates modest increases in aldosterone secretion in some patients with 362 

primary aldosteronism, and LHCGR is indeed commonly expressed in APAs and adjacent adrenal – 363 

though at a much lower level than in our CTNNB1-mutant APAs presenting in pregnancy16,69,70.  364 

Subsequently, it became apparent that CTNNB1 mutation was usually insufficient to cause the 365 

phenotype of LH/HCG-dependent primary aldosteronism69,71,72. Our finding of a second driver 366 
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mutation explains much of the discrepant experience. Although the APA transcriptomes, and 367 

transfections of primary cells, show some overlap between phenotypes of single- and double-368 

mutation, we infer that a double-hit within related pathways is more likely than a single-hit to cause 369 

large increases in expression of LHCGR and of other genes that may influence clinical presentation. 370 
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Figure Legends 583 

Figure 1 | Clinical and cellular schemas showing the critical roles of GNA11/Q, and their p.Gln209 584 
residue, in the production of aldosterone. a, The renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system is 585 
superimposed on an axial PET CT image through the adrenal glands. The image is taken from the 586 
11C-metomidate PET CT of one of the women whose unilateral (left) double-mutant aldosterone-587 
producing adenoma (APA) was diagnosed by the scan. The hormone-enzyme, renin, is secreted from 588 
the kidneys in response to falls in blood pressure or sodium (Na+). Its substrate, the protein 589 
angiotensinogen, is cleaved into an inert decapeptide, angiotensin 1 (Ang I), which is converted on 590 
further cleavage by the angiotensin-converting-enzyme (ACE) into the octapeptide, Ang II. This is a 591 
potent vasoconstrictor and principal physiological stimulus of aldosterone production in the zona 592 
glomerulosa cells of the outer adrenal cortex. The cellular actions of Ang II are mediated by coupling 593 
of its receptor (AT1R) to inositol trisphosphate (IP3) and intracellular calcium (Ca2+) release, through 594 
a trimeric G-protein whose α subunit is either Gα11 or Gαq. b, A single cell of a double-mutant APA, 595 
illustrating similar 2D and 3D-structures of GNA11/Q and GNAS, proximity of the Q209 (GNA11/Q) or 596 
Q227 (GNAS) residue to GDP, and synergism between somatic mutations of GNA11/Q and CTNNB1, 597 
upregulating luteinizing hormone and human choriogonadotrophin receptor (LHCGR) expression and 598 
production of aldosterone. The Q209 residue of Gα11 or Gαq (encoded by GNA11 or GNAQ) and 599 
analogous residue of other G-proteins is essential for GTPase activity17. 3D-structures for GNAQ and 600 
GNAS show the p.Gln residue in purple. Somatic or mosaic mutation of p.Gln inhibits GTPase activity 601 
and constitutively activates downstream signalling. We find that p.Gln mutation of GNA11/Q 602 
stimulates aldosterone production, and, in the adrenal, always co-exists with somatic mutation in 603 
exon 3 of CTNNB1. This prevents inactivation by phosphorylation (e.g. of p.Ser33, in purple, in the 604 
partial 3D sequence). Double-mutation of GNA11/Q and CTNNB1 induces high expression of multiple 605 
genes, including LHCGR, the Gαs/cyclic AMP coupled receptor of luteinizing and pregnancy 606 
hormones. The 3D structures of CTNNB1, GNAS, GNAQ, AT1-receptor, renin, ACE were downloaded 607 
from models 6M93, 3C14, 4QJ3, 6YV1, 2V0Z, 1O8A, respectively, at www.rcsb.org/. 608 

  609 
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Figure 2 | Mutations of GNA11/Q Q209 increase aldosterone production in human adrenocortical 610 
cells. a, Transfection of mutations of GNA11 Q209 (Q209L, Q209P, and Q209H) into immortalized 611 
adrenocortical H295R cells stimulated aldosterone secretion (n = 40 wells examined over 5 612 
independent experiments, P = 1 x 10-15 by one-way Kruskal-Wallis test, χ2(4) = 105.78). b, CYP11B2 613 
mRNA expression was increased in H295R cells transfected with GNA11 mutations (n = 12-31 614 
biologically independent samples, P = 9 x 10-9 by one-way Kruskal-Wallis test, χ2(4) = 43.34). c, Effect 615 
of GNA11 mutations on aldosterone secretion in H295R cells co-transfected with either scrambled 616 
siRNA (SiScrambled) or siRNA targeting CTNNB1 (SiCTNNB1) (n = 12-20 biologically independent 617 
samples). d, Effect of GNA11 mutations on aldosterone secretion in H295R cells in the presence of 618 
the selective β-catenin inhibitor ICG-001 (3 μM) or vehicle control (n = 10 wells examined over 3 619 
independent experiments). e, Cells from APA 351T, wild-type for CTNNB1 and GNA11/Q (genotype 620 
presented in Supplementary Table 2), were transfected with either wild-type GNA11 (WT) or GNA11 621 
Q209H/L only (Q209H/L) or co-transfected with either wild-type CTNNB1 (WT + WT) or CTNNB1 Δ45 622 
(Δ45). Double mutations increased aldosterone secretion compared to single mutations (n = 3 623 
independent transfections, P = 0.0003 by one-way ANOVA). f, Effect of GNAQ Q209H mutation on 624 
aldosterone secretion in H295R cells (n = 10 wells examined over 3 independent experiments). For 625 
box and whiskers plots (a, b, and f), the central line, box and whiskers indicate the median, 626 
interquartile range (IQR) and the 10th-90th percentile, respectively. For bar charts (c and d) and 627 
scatterplots (e), data are presented as mean values ± s.e.m. Results for a, b, d and f are expressed as 628 
fold-change from wild-type untreated transfected cells. Results for c and e are expressed as pM of 629 
aldosterone per μg of protein. The exact sample numbers (n) are as indicated below the x-axis. P-630 
values of Dunn’s multiple comparisons test are as indicated in a and b, whereas the P-values 631 
indicated in graph in e are of Bonferroni’s multiple comparisons test. P-values indicated in c, d, and f 632 
are according to two-tailed Student’s t-test. ns, not significant. The data used to generate these plots 633 
are provided as a Source Data file.  634 
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Figure 3 | High LHCGR expression in GNA11/Q and CTNNB1 double-mutant adrenal cells. a, LHCGR 635 
mRNA in 10 double-mutant CTNNB1-mutated APAs in the discovery UK/Irish cohort was increased 636 
compared to 24 CTNNB1-negative APAs and 34 control adjacent adrenals (P = 0.0001 by one-way 637 
Kruskal-Wallis test, χ2(2) = 18.02). b, LHCGR mRNA in five double-mutant APAs in the replication 638 
French cohort was increased compared to seven APAs with solitary CTNNB1 mutations, nine CTNNB1 639 
negative APAs, and six control normal adrenals (P = 0.003 by one-way Kruskal-Wallis test, χ2(3) = 640 
13.70). c, LHCGR mRNA in one double-mutant APA in the replication Swedish cohort compared to 641 
two APAs with only CTNNB1 mutations, 20 CTNNB1-negative APAs, and three cortisol-producing 642 
adenomas (CPA) (P = 0.08 by one-way Kruskal-Wallis test, χ2(3) = 6.87). d, LHCGR protein is highly 643 
expressed in double-mutant APAs that presented at times of high LH/HCG (e.g. patient 6 during 644 
menopause and patient 7 during pregnancy) compared to single CTNNB1-mutant APAs (e.g. patient 645 
F11). Scale bars, 2 mm. e, mRNA of GNA11 (green symbols, n = 6), CTNNB1 (magenta symbols, n = 6), 646 
and LHCGR in APA 392T cells transfected with vector control (n = 11), Δ45 CTNNB1 untagged plasmid 647 
(n = 11), Q209P GNA11 GFP tagged plasmid (n = 12), or co-transfected with both Δ45 CTNNB1 and 648 
Q209P GNA11 plasmids (n = 10). LHCGR mRNA was increased in double mutant cells (P = 0.02 by 649 
one-way Kruskal-Wallis test, χ2(3) = 9.78). The central line, box and whiskers indicate the median, 650 
IQR and the 10th-90th percentile, respectively. Error bars presents geometric mean ± s.d. f, 651 
Immunofluorescence of GNA11 (green), CTNNB1 (magenta), and LHCGR (red), of cells transfected as 652 
in e. Scale bars, 50 μm.g, Corrected Total Cell Fluorescence (CTCF) of LHCGR in cells transfected as in 653 
e and f. Double-mutant cells had higher CTCF compared to vector control (P = 0.00005 by one-way 654 
ANOVA). Exact n numbers indicated below the x-axis. Data presented as mean values ± s.e.m. P-655 
values of Dunn’s multiple comparisons test indicated in a, b, and e (*P = 0.02 comparing vector and 656 
double-mutant cells) and Holm-Sidak’s multiple comparison test in g. n, represents biologically 657 
independent samples. Squares, males. Circles, females. Open symbols, fresh-frozen/RNAlater–658 
preserved tissues. Close symbols, FFPE tissues. Red symbols, double mutants. Blue symbols, KCNJ5 659 
mutants. Black symbols, KCNJ5 wild-type. The data used to generate these plots are provided as a 660 
Source Data file.  661 
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Figure 4 | Gene expression profiles in GNA11/Q and CTNNB1 double-mutant adrenal cells. a, Heat 662 
map representation of 362 differentially expressed genes (DEG) with large variance (log2 difference > 663 
4) among aldosterone-producing adenomas (APA) in at least one of three transcriptome studies 664 
(2012 microarray including patient 65, 2015 microarray including patient 416, Swedish RNA-seq19). 665 
Each column represents the expression profile of the APA (n = 38). Both genes and individual APA 666 
are hierarchically clustered. The unsupervised cluster analysis of samples, indicated by the 667 
bracketing above the heat map, separated the expression profiles of GNA11/Q and CTNNB1 double-668 
mutant APAs (boxed red). Yellow and blue colors indicate high and low expression levels, 669 
respectively, relative to the mean (as indicated by the color scale bar). b, Zoomed image of the heat 670 
map in a of six interesting DEG (yellow arrow) that separated double-mutant (DM) APAs from single-671 
mutant APAs (SM) and other APA genotypes. LHCGR (red arrow) and CYP11B1 (black arrow) also 672 
clustered the double-mutant APAs together. c, The DEG highlighted in b were investigated in double-673 
mutant APAs from the UK/Irish cohort compared to CTNNB1-negative APAs. All, except for C9ORF84 674 
(which had a trend), had significantly higher mRNA expression in double mutant APAs (the P-values 675 
indicated are according to Kolmogorov–Smirnov statistical test). d-f, The DEG TMEM132E mRNA 676 
expression was significantly higher in double mutant APAs from the UK/Irish cohort compared to 677 
CTNNB1-negative APAs (d; P = 0.001 by Kolmogorov–Smirnov test), in double-mutant APAs from the 678 
French cohort compared to CTNNB1 single-mutant APAs (e; P = 0.0002 by one-way Kruskal-Wallis 679 
test, χ2(2) = 13.01; P-values of Dunn’s multiple comparisons test are as indicated), and in GNA11 680 
Q209L transfected H295R cells compared to GNA11 wild-type transfected cells (f; P = 0.001 by two-681 
tailed Student’s t-test). The central line, box and whiskers indicate the median, IQR and the 10th-682 
90th percentile, respectively. GNA11 mRNA expression in GNA11 Q209L and wild-type transfected 683 
cells were not significantly different. The exact sample number (n), as indicated below the x-axis, 684 
represents biologically independent samples. Squares, males. Circles, females. Red symbols, double 685 
mutants. Blue symbols, KCNJ5 mutants. Black symbols, KCNJ5 wild-type.  686 
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Figure 5 | Aldosterone synthase (CYP11B2) and 11β-hydroxylase (CYP11B1) expression in 687 
GNA11/Q and CTNNB1 double-mutant APAs. a, qPCR analysis of CYP11B1 and CYP11B2 mRNA 688 
expression found double-mutant APAs to have a lower CYP11B1:CYP11B2 mRNA expression ratio 689 
compared to CTNNB1 single-mutant APAs or APAs wild-type for CTNNB1 and GNA11/Q (CTNNB1-neg 690 
APA) (P = 0.00004 by one-way Kruskal-Wallis test, χ2(2) = 20.23; P-values of Dunn’s multiple 691 
comparisons test are as indicated). Results expressed as fold-change from CTNNB1 wild-type APAs 692 
(CTNNB1-negative APA). Error bars presents mean ± s.e.m. The exact sample number (n), as 693 
indicated below the x-axis, represents biologically independent samples. Squares, males. Circles, 694 
females. Red symbols, double mutants. Blue symbols, KCNJ5 mutants. Black symbols, KCNJ5 wild-695 
type. b, Immunohistochemistry of CYP11B2 and CYP11B1 in the UK/Irish cohort using the primary 696 
antibody anti-CYP11B2 #ab168388 (1:200; Abcam, UK) and anti-CYP11B1 #MABS502, clone 80-7 697 
(1:100; Sigma-Aldrich, USA). The histotype of high CYP11B2 protein expression and low CYP11B1 698 
expression was apparent correlating with the low CYP11B1:CYP11B2 mRNA expression seen in a. 699 
Scale bars, 2.5 mm.  700 
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Figure 6 | GNA11 somatic mutations were found in the adjacent adrenals to double-mutant APAs. 701 
a-c, Patient 7. d-f, Patient 1. a,  Genomic DNA from six different regions (R1-R6) in the fresh frozen 702 
adrenal sample and the associated RNA from regions 1-3 (R1-R3) were genotyped for CTNNB1 and 703 
GNA11 mutations. b, qPCR of samples in a showed 135-151 fold lower mRNA expression level of 704 
CYP11B2 and 16,102-23,987 fold lower mRNA expression level of LHCGR in R1 cDNA compared to R2 705 
and R3, respectively. Differentially expressed genes (DEG) highly expressed in double-mutant APAs 706 
but lowly expressed in R1 cDNA are presented in Supplementary Figure 6a. c, Sanger sequencing of 707 
samples in a detected solitary GNA11 Q209H mutation in R1 cDNA and double CTNNB1 S45F and 708 
GNA11 Q209H mutations in R2 and R3 cDNA. Interestingly, genotyping of R1 genomic DNA (from the 709 
exact same sample as R1 cDNA) detected a homozygous GNA11 Q209H mutation (Supplementary 710 
Fig. 6a). d, Patient 1 was found to have hyperplastic zona glomerulosa (ZG) in adrenal adjacent to 711 
double-mutant APA. ZG hyperplasia was demarcated by lack of subcapsular CYP11B1 (visualized 712 
using a custom antibody). The hyperplastic ZG was CYP11B2 negative (visualized using a custom 713 
antibody) while LHCGR positive (visualized using the antibody NLS1436; 1:200; Novus Biologicals, 714 
UK). This phenotype is consistently present in the UK/Irish discovery cohort (Supplementary Fig. 5c). 715 
e, Genomic DNA from the hyperplastic ZG of nine distinct regions of patient 1’s adjacent adrenal 716 
were collected systematically using segmental laser capture microdissection (LCM) of formalin-fixed 717 
paraffin embedded adrenal sections stained with cresyl violet. f, Solitary heterozygous and solitary 718 
homozygous GNA11 Q209P somatic mutations were detected in LCM ZG gDNA collected in e from 719 
regions 1 (ZG1 genomic DNA) and 6 (ZG6 genomic DNA), respectively. ZG samples from other regions 720 
were wild-type for both CTNNB1 and GNA11 along with the other adrenal zones (Supplementary 721 
Fig. 6b). 722 

  723 
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Table 1 | Clinical, biochemical, and GNA11/Q genotype findings in the discovery cohort of 10 UK/Irish PA patients with CTNNB1-mutant APAs 724 

Somatic mutations of CTNNB1 and GNA11 in the UK/Irish discovery cohort were detected in patients 1, 2, and 3 by WES of APAs from 41 PA patients. 725 
Patients 4-6 are the three previously reported women16, with patient 4’s somatic mutation of CTNNB1 detected in our first WES4. 726 

 727 

   
 

Tumor genotype  Measurements pre-adrenalectomy  Measurements post-adrenalectomy 
Patient 

ID 
Sex Age at 

surgery 
Onset  

presentation CTNNB1 GNA11/Q  SBP DBP Plasma 
renin Aldosterone Serum  

potassium  SBP DBP Plasma 
renin Aldosterone Serum  

potassium 
       mmHg mmHg mU/liter pmol/liter mmol/liter  mmHg mmHg mU/liter pmol/liter mmol/liter 

     GNA11             

1 Male 12 Puberty S45F Q209P  180 120 <2 1,358 2.7  110 75 7  74 4.2 

2 Female 35 Pregnancy S45P Q209P 155 85 <2 559 2.6 123 76 16 283 4.0 

3 Female 20 Pregnancy T41A Q209H  215 120 <2 1,330 2.5  121 68 N/A N/A N/A 

4 Female 34 Pregnancy S33C Q209H  190 100 <2 2,885 2.0  111 69 31 250 4.1 

5 Female 26 Pregnancy S45F  Q209H  140 86 <2 2,590 2.0  120 70 N/A N/A N/A 

6 Female 52 Menopause G34R Q209P 190 100 <2 672 3.1 118 79 9.0 158 4.1 

7 Female 39 Pregnancy S45F Q209H  160 101 <2 2,382 2.5  120 83 16.1 124 4.7 

8 Female 41  S45F Q209P 160 90 <2 480 3.2 101 65 91 236 4.5 

     GNAQ             

9 Female 23 Pregnancy G34E Q209H 167 114 <2 2000 3.3 121 85 N/A N/A N/A 

10 Female 26 Pregnancy G34R Q209L  170 110 <2 603 4.1  123 78 14 408 4.7 

N/A, not available. SBP, systolic blood pressure. DBP, diastolic blood pressure. Units of measurements pre- and post-adrenalectomy are shown in italics. 728 
Bold denotes the name of the gene (GNA11/GNAQ) in which the Q209 mutation was found.  729 
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Table 2 | Clinical presentation and genotype of GNA11/Q/S in the APA of 17 primary aldosteronism patients who had CTNNB1-mutant APAs from the 730 
replication cohorts 731 

Replication 
cohort 

Patient ID Sex Age PA Hypertensive at pregnancy 
(number of pregnancies) Tumor genotype 

CTNNB1 
genotype 

GNA11 
Q209 

GNA11 
R183 

GNAQ 
Q209 

GNAQ 
R183 

GNAS 
Q227 

GNAS 
R201 

French 
cohort F1 Female 29 Yes (1) S45F WT WT WT WT WT WT 

 
F2 Male 40 - S45P WT WT WT WT WT WT 

 
F3 Female 35 No (2) S37C WT WT WT WT WT WT 

 
F4 Male 33 - S45A WT WT WT WT WT WT 

 
F5 Female 43 No (1) S45F Q209P WT WT WT WT WT 

 
F6 Female 45 Yes (2) S45P WT WT WT WT WT WT 

 
F7 Female 55 N/A S45P WT WT WT WT WT WT 

 
F8 Female 55 N/A S45P WT WT WT WT WT WT 

 
F9 Female 26 Yes* (1) S37P WT WT Q209H WT WT WT 

 
F10 Female 51 Yes (1) S45P Q209H WT WT WT WT WT 

 
F11 Male 36 - S45P WT WT WT WT WT WT 

 
F12 Female 56 No (10) D32Y Q209H WT WT WT WT WT 

 
F13 Female 56 No (0) S45Y WT WT WT WT WT WT 

 
F14 Female 17 No# (0) G34V WT WT Q209H WT WT WT 

Swedish 
cohort S1 Female 55 Yes† (2)  S45P WT WT Q209H  WT WT WT 

 
S2 Female 59 N/A S45P WT WT WT WT WT WT 

 
S3 Female 26 N/A S37F WT WT WT WT WT WT 
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PA, primary aldosteronism. N/A, not available. WT, wild-type. *pre-eclampsia. #hypertensive at puberty. †onset at age 24 years old preceding first 732 
pregnancy. 733 
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Online Methods 734 

Patient cohorts. All patients were confirmed to have primary aldosteronism by raised aldosterone/renin 735 

ratio, positive confirmatory tests and lateralization studies (CT/PET CT73, MRI and AVS) according to the 736 

institutional protocols at the various centres and in accordance with the Endocrine Society 737 

guidelines74,75. All patients gave written informed consent for genetic and clinical investigation according 738 

to local ethics committee guideline (Cambridgeshire Research Ethics Committee for Addenbrooke’s 739 

Hospital, University of Cambridge or the Cambridge East Research Ethics Committee for St 740 

Bartholomew’s Hospital, Queen Mary University of London for the UK cohort; Assistance Publique-741 

Hôpitaux de Paris Research Ethics Committee for the French cohort; Regional Ethical Review Board in 742 

Uppsala for the Swedish cohort).  743 

UK/Irish cohort. The seven patients with double-mutations of CTNNB1 and GNA11 were among 744 

117 UK/Irish patients who were investigated at St Bartholomew’s Hospital, London or Addenbrooke’s 745 

Hospital, Cambridge, or whose operative specimen was received for investigation, during the period 746 

2004 to 2017.  747 

French cohort. Patients with primary aldosteronism were recruited between 1999 and 2016 748 

within the COMETE (COrtico- et MEdullo-surrénale, les Tumeurs Endocrines) network (COMETE-Hôpital 749 

Européen Georges Pompidou protocol authorization CPP 2012-A00508-35). 198 patients were screened 750 

for CTNNB1 mutations. For some of the patients included in this study, the genetic screening of 751 

mutations in KCNJ5, ATP1A1, CACNA1D and ATP2B3 was previously described27,76.  752 

Swedish cohort. 15 tumors were selected from a previously documented international 753 

cohort19,77. Adrenal specimens were collected from 348 patients from centres in Sweden, Germany, 754 

France and Australia. 755 

 756 
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Whole exome sequencing (WES). WES of 40 pairs of APAs and adjacent adrenal from UK patients was 757 

conducted in the Barts and London Genome Centre, and the Cardiovascular Research Institute of the 758 

University of Singapore, with overlap of eight pairs of samples, and previously genotyped controls (n = 3 759 

in each centre/institute) as validation of sensitivity (not included in analysis). The 41st APA was analyzed 760 

together with germline DNA from blood processed commercially by GATC Biotech, Germany. MuTect2 761 

analysis was conducted in order to identify adrenocortical genes with somatic mutations, predicted by 762 

Sorting Intolerant from Tolerant (SIFT) and Polymorphism Phenotyping (PolyPhen)-2 to be functional. 763 

Candidate mutations were confirmed by Sanger sequencing of DNA from fresh samples of the APA, and 764 

sought in other previously genotyped APAs that were not included in the WES.   765 

Quality control of WES samples. Genomic DNA of samples was quality assessed by gel 766 

electrophoresis, Agilent 2200 Tapestation and Genomic DNA screentape (Agilent Technologies, 767 

Waldbronn, Germany), or as per GATC Biotech standard protocol. Samples with low degradation and a 768 

majority of high molecular weight were taken forward for WES.  769 

WES of patient 1. WES using the Illumina HiSeq 2000 Sequencer was conducted on DNA 770 

extracted from the APA along with the paired germline DNA extracted from the venous blood (samples 771 

processed commercially by GATC Biotech, Germany). WES samples were prepared as an Illumina 772 

sequencing library and the sequencing libraries were enriched using the Agilent SureSelectXT Human All 773 

Exon V6 Kit. The captured libraries were sequenced and downstream analysis conducted as described 774 

below. 775 

WES of patient 2. WES using the Illumina NextSeq 500 Sequencer was conducted on genomic 776 

DNA extracted from APAs from 21 PA patients along with paired adjacent normal adrenal and APAs from 777 

three primary aldosteronism patients with known genotype (as sensitivity controls). 50 ng of each DNA 778 

sample was processed using the Nextera Rapid Capture Enrichment kit, with the Coding Exome Oligo 779 

(CEX) pool. Tagmented DNA was assessed using the Agilent 2200 Tapestation in conjunction with the 780 

HSD1000 screentape. All samples showed expected fragmentation profiles with an average fragment 781 
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size of 300 bp. Enriched libraries were validated using the Agilent 2200 Tapestation in conjunction with 782 

the D1000 screentape. Equimolar amounts of each sample library were pooled together for sequencing 783 

which was carried out using the llumina NextSeq®500 high-output kit. 784 

WES of patient 3. WES using the Illumina Hiseq 2500 sequencer was conducted on genomic DNA 785 

extracted from 27 APAs along with paired adjacent normal adrenal and three APAs with known 786 

genotype (as sensitivity controls). 1 μg of genomic DNA was fragmented using sonication (Covaris, 787 

S220), optimized to give a distribution of 200-500 bp that was verified using a 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent, 788 

G2939BA). Library preparation was carried out using Kapa DNA HTP Library Preparation Kit (KAPA 789 

Biosystems, 07 138 008 001). Hybridization of adapter ligated DNA was performed at 47 °C, for 64 to 72 790 

h, to a biotin-labelled probe included in the Nimblegen SeqCap EZ Human Exome Kit (Roche, 791 

06465692001). Libraries were sequenced using the Illumina Hiseq 2500 sequencing system and paired-792 

end 101-bp reads were generated for analysis with 100x coverage per sample. 793 

WES data analysis. Variant calling was performed using Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA) v. 794 

0.7.12 (for 341T) or v. 0.7.15 to align raw reads in the FASTQ files to human reference genome GRCh37. 795 

The alignments were sorted and marked for PCR duplicates using Picard Tools software v.1.119 (for 796 

341T) or v.1.7. This was followed by base quality score recalibration (BQSR) using the genome analysis 797 

toolkit (GATK) for tuning the quality scores to reflect higher accuracy of base qualities. For 341T, ContEst 798 

from GATK was used to calculate cross-sample contamination between samples, using blood as the 799 

“normal” versus each of the APA samples. A panel of normals was created from the blood sample of the 800 

boy using dbSNP and COSMIC as reference. In order to enrich the panel of normals, we utilize WES of 11 801 

other blood samples, all pre-processed using the same protocol as described above. Resulting BAMs 802 

were analyzed with GATK MuTect v.2 software to identify somatic variants. Normal and tumor pairs 803 

were analyzed together when available. For tumor-only samples, the MuTect tumor-only algorithm was 804 

used. The contamination estimates derived from ContEst, and the dbSNP, COSMIC, the blood sample 805 

and the panel of normals were used as resources in the input parameters to filter variants observed in 806 
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the germline samples. SNPs, with a threshold coverage of at least 10 reads on the respective nucleotide, 807 

were assessed. Oncotator was used to annotate the variants passing the filters 808 

(http://www.broadinstitute.org/oncotator). 809 

 810 

Re-analysis of RNA-seq data of Swedish cohort. RNA sequencing previously described in Backman et 811 

al.19 was used for variant identification and analysed for gene expression differentiation.  812 

RNA-seq variant detection. RNA-seq variant detection was performed following the 813 

recommendations on the GATK workflow for RNA-seq variant discovery. RNA-seq reads were aligned to 814 

the UCSC hg19 reference genome using the STAR 2-pass method for sensitive novel junction discovery. 815 

Picard tools software (picard-tools-1.119) was then used to sort and mark PCR duplicates on the 816 

alignments. The SplitNCigarReads function from GATK was used to reformat alignments, by splitting 817 

reads into exon segments, and to reassign reads with good mapping quality into a GATK format. We 818 

performed an indel realignment step followed by the quality score recalibration protocol. Variants were 819 

called using the HaplotypeCaller from GATK using the ‘–dontUseSoftClippedBases’ parameter and 820 

setting the minimum phred-scaled confidence threshold to 20 (-stand_call_conf 20.0). The following 821 

hard filters were applied to the called variants: ‘-window 35 -cluster 3 -filterName FS -filter "FS > 30.0" -822 

filter Name QD -filter "QD < 2.0"’. Variant annotation was performed using ANNOVAR. 823 

Comparison of CTNNB1-only mutants with double-mutants. Gene expression differentiation of 824 

the three samples with the CTNNB1 mutation was performed as follows. RNA-seq fastq files were 825 

pseudo-aligned to the human GRCh37 cDNA reference sequences from ENSEMBL using kallisto v0.46.0. 826 

Transcript abundance was quantified using the kallisto ‘quant’ function with default settings. Gene 827 

expression analysis was performed with DESeq2 (v1.24.0). Genes with less than 10 reads were removed 828 

from further analysis. Dispersion estimates and size factors were calculated using all 15 samples, with 829 

gender as a covariate in the design matrix. The two single-mutation samples were then compared to the 830 

sample with a double-mutation. 831 
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 832 

Sanger sequencing of CTNNB1 and GNA11/Q/S. Laser capture microdissection (LCM) of adrenal zones. 833 

Freshly sectioned 10 μm FFPE adrenal sections of patient 1 were used for LCM. Serial adrenal sections 834 

were fixed and rehydrated in ethanol then stained by cresyl violet (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) for 1 min. The 835 

sections were then dehydrated in ethanol and cleaned in Histo-clear II (AGTC Bioproducts Ltd, UK). After 836 

fixing and staining the adrenal sections, ZG cells were collected by LCM technique using a Zeiss PALM 837 

Microbeam laser microdissection system (Carl Zeiss Microscopy, USA) with PALMRobo v4.3 software 838 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. All the pooled ZG LCM samples collected from the same 839 

area of adrenal sections were then stored at -20 °C until RNA and genomic DNA extraction. 840 

Nucleic acid extraction. Genomic DNA (gDNA) from fresh frozen/RNAlater solution–preserved 841 

tissue samples was extracted using ReliaprepTM gDNA Tissue miniprep system (Promega, USA). gDNA 842 

from FFPE samples collected by LCM were extracted using Arcturus® PicoPure® DNA Extraction Kit 843 

(Applied Biosystems™, USA). gDNA of blood from patient 1 and patient 7 were extracted using 844 

Nucleon™ BACC3 Genomic DNA Extraction Kit (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, UK) according to 845 

manufacturer’s recommendation.  846 

For the UK/Irish cohort, total DNA-free RNA was isolated from fresh frozen/RNAlater solution–847 

preserved samples using TRIzol (Ambion Life Technologies, Carlsbad CA) and PureLink® RNA Mini Kit 848 

(InvitrogenTM, USA) according to manufacturer’s recommendation. The PureLink® DNase Set was used in 849 

combination to remove DNA from RNA (Invitrogen, USA) by on-column digestion. If the fresh 850 

frozen/RNAlater solution–preserved samples were not available, total RNA and gDNA were extracted 851 

from FFPE tissue samples blocks using AllPrep DNA/RNA FFPE Kit (Qiagen, USA) according to 852 

manufacturer’s recommendation (FFPE extracted DNA/RNA is reported when used). This kit is also used 853 

on fresh frozen samples when RNA and gDNA from the same sample were required. Total RNA from 854 

FFPE samples collected by LCM were extracted by Arcturus™ Paradise™ Plus RNA Extraction and 855 

Isolation Kit (Applied Biosystems™, USA) in combination with the PureLink® DNase Set, according to 856 
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manufacturer’s recommendation. After extraction reverse transcription was performed using the High 857 

Capacity RNA-to-cDNA kit (Fisher Scientific, USA) according to manufacturer’s instructions. The cDNA 858 

was purified by DNAclear™ Purification Kit (Invitrogen™, USA).  859 

For the French cohort, total RNA was extracted using Janke and Kunkel’s Ultra-Turrax T25 (IKA 860 

technologies, Staufen DE) in Trizol reagent (Ambion Life Technologies, USA) according to the 861 

manufacturer’s recommendations. After deoxyribonuclease I treatment (Life Technologies, USA), 500 ng 862 

of total RNA were retro-transcribed (iScript reverse transcriptase, Bio-Rad, USA). 863 

PCR and sequencing of CTNNB1 and GNA11/Q/S. Primers used for CTNNB1, GNA11, GNAQ and 864 

GNAS amplification in gDNA and cDNA samples are described in Supplementary Tables 5 and 6 or as 865 

previously described16,76. For UK/Irish cohort, PCR was performed on 100 ng of DNA in a final volume of 866 

20 µl reaction using AmpliTaq Gold™ Fast PCR Master Mix (Thermo Fisher, USA) according to 867 

manufacturer’s instructions. Sanger sequencing of PCR products was performed using LIGHTRUN Tube 868 

sequencing service from Eurofins (Germany). For the French cohort, PCR was performed on 100 ng of 869 

DNA in a final volume of 25 µl containing 400 nM of each primer, 200 µM deoxynucleotide triphosphate 870 

and 1.25 U Taq DNA Polymerase (Sigma-Aldrich, USA). Sanger sequencing of PCR products was 871 

performed using the Big Dye TM Terminator v3.1 Cycle Sequencing Kit (Applied Biosystems, USA) on an 872 

ABI Prism 3700 DNA Analyzer (Applied Biosystems, USA). Sanger Sequencing alignment was performed 873 

using GATC Viewer 1.00 or BioEdit version 7.2.5. 874 

 875 

Droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) of GNA11/Q. Specific droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) assays for GNA11 (c.627 876 

A>C, c.627 A>T, and c.626A>C) and GNAQ (c.627A>C and c.627A>T) mutation detection were designed 877 

on the Bio-Rad’s Digital Assay Site. Each ddPCR reaction mixture (20 μL) contained 45 ng of DNA 878 

template, 1 µL of 20X WT (HEX) and mutant (FAM) assays, 4U of restriction enzyme HindIII (New England 879 

Biolabs), and 10 µL of 2X Bio-Rad ddPCR Supermix. The reaction mixture was mixed with 70 µL Bio-Rad 880 

droplet generator oil and partitioned into 15,000–20,000 droplets by using the QX-100 droplet 881 
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generator (Bio-Rad), and transferred to a 96-well PCR reaction plate. PCR conditions were 10 min at 95 882 

°C, 40 cycles of denaturation for 30 s at 94 °C and extension for 60 s at 57 °C with ramp rate of 2.5 °C/s, 883 

followed by 10 min at 98 °C. The plate was then transferred to the QX-100 droplet reader (Bio-Rad). 884 

QuantaSoft software version 1.3.2.0 (Bio-Rad) was used to quantify the copies of target DNA. The ratio 885 

of positive HEX and positive FAM events was used to identify the presence and the proportion of target 886 

mutations.  887 

 888 

NGS targeted sequencing of CTNNB1 and GNA11/Q/S. French centre. Immunohistochemistry-guided 889 

next generation sequencing (CYP11B2 IHC-guided NGS) was performed as previously described8. Before 890 

DNA extraction from FFPE tissue, APA was identified by CYP11B2 IHC and the areas of interest were 891 

delimited and isolated for DNA extraction by scraping unstained FFPE sections guided by the CYP11B2 892 

IHC slide using a scalpel under a Wild Heerbrugg or Olympus microscope. DNA was extracted from FFPE 893 

sections using the AllPrep DNA/RNA FFPE kit (Qiagen). NGS was performed using an amplicon based 894 

NGS kit on an Illumina MiSeq sequencer as previously described78. 895 

British centre. Assays were designed using Primer3 and 5’ tagged with Fluidigm TSP sequences 896 

to allow barcoding and adapter addition. Samples were PCR amplified with FastStart High Fidelity 897 

(Roche) with cycling conditions 95 °C, 2 min, 35 cycles (95 °C, 30 s; 55 °C, 30 s; 72 °C, 30 s), and 72 °C for 898 

5 min on an MJ tetrad MJ225. PCRs were checked on 2% agarose gel.  1 ml of a 1 in 100 dilution of PCR 899 

product was used in a second round of PCRs to add Barcodes and Illumina adapters with cycling 900 

conditions 95 °C, 10 min, 15 cycles (95 °C, 30 s; 60 °C, 30 s; 72 °C, 30 s), and 72 °C for 3 min on an MJ 901 

tetrad MJ225. Products were quantified by Qubit and loaded onto an Illumina NextSeq 500 to generate 902 

in excess of 1,000x 75-bp paired end reads.  Reads were aligned to human hg38 using BWA and BAM 903 

files visualized in IGV. 904 

 905 
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WES for validation. WES was performed for validation for some samples listed in Supplementary Table 906 

4. Using the Illumina Hiseq 4000 sequencer was conducted on genomic DNA. 1 μg of genomic DNA was 907 

fragmented using sonication (Covaris, S220), optimized to give a distribution of 200-500 bp that was 908 

verified using a 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent, G2939BA). Library preparation was carried out using Kapa 909 

DNA HTP Library Preparation Kit (KAPA Biosystems, 07 138 008 001). Hybridization of adapter ligated 910 

DNA was performed at 47 °C, for 64 to 72 h, to a biotin-labelled probe included in the Nimblegen 911 

SeqCap EZ Human Exome Kit (Roche, 06465692001). Libraries were sequenced using the Illumina 912 

Hiseq 4000 sequencing system and paired-end 150-bp reads were generated for analysis with 200x 913 

coverage per sample. Exome data were analyzed using GATK v3.7 with the human_g1k_v37_decoy as 914 

reference genome. Annotation of variants was performed using annovar (version 10-24-2019) and in-915 

house pipelines. 916 

 917 

Functional analyses in human adrenocortical cells. Construction of wild-type and mutant vectors. 918 

GNA11 wild-type and Q209L plasmids was kindly given by Rajesh V. Thakker (University of Oxford), 919 

constructed in a pBI-CMV2 vector. CTNNB1 wild-type and del45 (CTNNB1 Δ45) plasmids were kindly 920 

given by Mariann Bienz (University of Cambridge), constructed in a pcDNA3 vector. GNA11 Q209H and 921 

Q209P were generated using the NEB Q5® Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (New England Biolabs, UK) 922 

using the following primers in Supplementary Table 7 according to the manufacturer’s 923 

recommendation. 924 

Functional assays in H295R and primary human adrenal cells. The human adrenocortical 925 

carcinoma cell line H295R and primary human adrenal cells were cultured as previously described16. 926 

H295R cells and primary human adrenal cells were transfected with pBI-CMV2 empty vector, GNA11 927 

wild-type, GNA11 Q209H/L/P plasmids, with/or without the co-transfection of CTNNB1 wild-type, 928 

CTNNB1 Δ45 plasmids by electroporation using the Neon™ Transfection System 10/100 µL Kit 929 

(Invitrogen™, USA).  930 
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For H295R cells, 48 h after transfection, the culture medium was replaced with serum free 931 

medium with or without 10 nM angiotensin II (Ang II) or 3 or 10 μM of the CTNNB1 inhibitor ICG-001 932 

(AdooQ BioScience, USA). Supernatant was collected for aldosterone measurement after 24 h and cells 933 

were harvested for mRNA expression analysis and protein quantification. For primary adrenal cells, 934 

supernatant was collected for aldosterone measurement at 24, 27 (+3), 30 (+6) and 48 (+24) h post-935 

transfection and cells were harvested for mRNA expression analysis and protein quantification at the 936 

last time point (48 h post-electroporation). All cells harvested for mRNA expression analysis was kept at 937 

-80 °C in Trizol until batch extraction of nucleic acid and protein.  938 

Aldosterone and cortisol measurement. Aldosterone secretion of primary human adrenal cells 939 

was measured using the Homogeneous Time Resolved Fluorescence (HTRF®) Aldosterone competitive 940 

assay (Cisbio, France) according to manufacturer’s recommendation. Aldosterone secretion was 941 

measured on the IDS-iSYS Automated System (#IS-3300, Immunodiagnostic Systems, Germany) for 942 

H295R cells at the National University of Malaysia and by Aldosterone HTRF kit (#64ALDC0A, Cisbio, 943 

France) using FLUOstar Omega plate reader (BMG labtech) at Queen Mary University of London for 944 

primary adrenal cells. The cortisol levels were measured using ECLIA-Technology (Cobas e411, Roche, 945 

Germany) and immunoassay for the in vitro quantitative determination of cortisol (#06687733 190, 946 

Roche, Germany). Aldosterone and cortisol results were normalized by protein amount estimated by 947 

Pierce BCA Protein Assay Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) according to manufacturer’s 948 

recommendation.  949 

 950 

RT-qPCR analyses. RT-qPCR analysis of the UK/Irish Cohort and adrenocortical cells. mRNA expression of 951 

genes of interest was quantified using commercially available TaqMan gene expression probes (Thermo 952 

Fisher Scientific, USA) listed in Supplementary Table 8. The RT-qPCR was performed using the C1000 953 

Touch Thermal Cycler machine (Bio-Rad, USA) or the 7000 SDS (Applied Biosystems, USA) according to 954 
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manufacturer’s recommendation. Results were analysed using the 2-ΔΔCT method using the housekeeping 955 

18S rRNA (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) for normalization.  956 

RT-qPCR analysis of APAs from the French cohort. Primers used for LHCGR, CYP11B1 and 957 

CYP11B2 RT-qPCR are described in Supplementary Table 9. RT-qPCR was performed using SsoAdvanced 958 

Universal SYBR Green Supermix (Bio-Rad, USA) on a Bio-Rad C1000 touch thermal cycler (CFX96 Real 959 

Time System) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. CFX Manage TM Software v3.1 (Bio-Rad, 960 

USA) was used for qPCR data acquisition. Normalization for RNA quantity and reverse transcriptase 961 

efficiency was performed against three reference genes (geometric mean of the expression of 962 

Ribosomal 18S RNA, GAPDH and HPRT; primers are described in Supplementary Table 9), in accordance 963 

with the MIQE guidelines79. Quantification was performed using the standard curve method. Standard 964 

curves were generated using serial dilutions from a cDNA pool of all samples. Fold change over control 965 

adrenals excised from patients who had undergone enlarged nephrectomies for renal carcinoma (LHCGR 966 

RT-qPCR) and over non-CTNNB1 mutated APA (CYP11B1 and CYP11B2 RT-qPCR) were then calculated. 967 

 968 

Protein expression analyses. Immunohistochemistry (IHC). The primary antibodies used for IHC are as 969 

follows: anti-LHCGR #NLS1436 (1:200; Novus Biological, USA), anti-CYP11B1 (1:100) and anti-CYP11B2 970 

(1:100) gifted by Celso E. Gomez-Sanchez78, two commercial anti-CYP11B2 #ab168388 (1:200; Abcam, 971 

UK) and #MABS1251 (1:2,500; Sigma-Aldrich, USA), and one commercial anti-CYP11B1 #MABS502 972 

(1:100; Sigma-Aldrich, USA). The secondary antibodies used in the IHC are as follows: affinity purified 973 

goat anti-rabbit antibody for LHCGR antibody #BA-1000 (1:400; Vector laboratories, USA), affinity 974 

purified horse anti-mouse antibody for CYP11B2 antibody #BA-2000 (1:400; Vector Laboratories, USA), 975 

and affinity purified rabbit anti-rat antibody for CYP11B1 antibody #BA-4001 (1:400; Vector 976 

Laboratories, USA). 977 

Immunofluorescence (IFC). 48 h after electroporation, transfected H295R and primary human 978 

adrenal cells were processed for IFC as previously described16. Cells were incubated with anti-LHCGR 979 
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#NLS1436 (1:200; Novus Biologicals, UK) and anti-CTNNB1 #610154 (1:100; BD transduction Lab, USA) at 980 

room temperature for 1 h and then with goat anti-rabbit IgG (H+L) cross-adsorbed secondary antibody, 981 

Alexa Fluor 568 (A-11011, 1:1000; Invitrogen, USA) and goat-anti-mouse IgG (H+L) cross-adsorbed 982 

secondary antibody, Alexa Fluor 647 (A-21235, 1:1000; Invitrogen, USA) at room temperature for 1 h. 983 

Immunofluorescence was visualized using a Zeiss LSM 710 (for ADR351T and 357T)/880 (for ADR392T) 984 

confocal microscopes. A second set of primary antibodies, a combination of anti-LHCGR #NBP2-52504 985 

(1:100; Novus Biologicals, UK) and anti-CTNNB1 #71-2700 (1:100; Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) was 986 

used for validation of first set of primary antibodies used. For the second set of primary antibodies, 987 

Alexa Fluor 405 (A-31553, 1:1,000; Invitrogen, USA), Alexa Fluor 647 (A-21235, 1:1,000; Invitrogen, USA)  988 

and Alexa Fluor 568 (A-11011, 1:1,000; Invitrogen, USA) were used as the secondary antibodies. Zen 989 

Blue 21 Edition software (Zeiss, Germany) was used for confocal microscopy image acquisition. 990 

Quantification of immunofluorescence was performed using (Fiji Is Just) ImageJ v1.52e Java 1.8.0_66 as 991 

published online (Fitzpatrick, M. Measuring cell fluorescence using ImageJ. The Open Lab Book. 992 

https://theolb.readthedocs.io/en/latest/imaging/measuring-cell-fluorescence-using-imagej.html). Cells 993 

successfully transfected with Δ45 CTNNB1 was defined based on having a corrected total cell 994 

fluorescence (CTCF) for CTNNB1 >100,000. 995 

 996 

Statistical analysis. All parametric data are presented as mean ± s.e.m. For non-parametric data, results 997 

were presented as median ± 95% confidence interval or as geometric mean ± 95% confidence interval 998 

(for qPCR data only). For parametric data, two-tailed Student’s t-test and one-way or two-way ANOVA 999 

statistical tests were performed depending on the grouping factors. Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (when 1000 

comparing 2 groups) or Kruskal-Wallis test (when comparing >2 groups) was used for non-parametric 1001 

data. Tests for normality/lognormality and adjustment for multiple comparisons were performed. All the 1002 

analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism software (version 7.04 and version 9.0.1) or Microsoft 1003 

Excel v.2016 (for Student’s t-test). P-values lower than 0.05 were considered statistically significant.  1004 
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Data Availability Statement 1006 

Source data for Figure 2a-f and Figure 3a-c,e,g are provided with the paper. The raw RNA-seq dataset 1007 

analyzed to generate Figure 4a,b, Supplementary Table 3 and Supplementary Figure 4 is available upon 1008 

requests to the Science for Life Laboratory Data Centre through the DOI link 1009 

https://doi.org/10.17044/NBIS/G000007. Regulations by the service provider may make access 1010 

technically restricted to PIs at Swedish organizations. The microarray datasets analyzed to generate 1011 

Figure 4a,b are deposited in the Gene Expression Omnibus database (GSE64957) or are available from 1012 

the corresponding author on reasonable request. The whole exome sequencing raw data of the 41 APAs 1013 

and controls investigated for recurrent pathogenic somatic mutation are available from the Sequence 1014 

Read Archive (SRA) under the accession numbers PRJNA732946 and PRJNA729738. All other raw data 1015 

that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding author upon reasonable 1016 

request. 1017 
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Figure 1 (a-b)

Clinical (a) and cellular (b) schemas showing the critical roles of GNA11/Q, and their p.Gln209 

residue, in the production of aldosterone.

a.  

b. 



Figure 2 (a-f)

Mutations of GNA11/Q Q209 increase aldosterone production in human adrenocortical cells.

a.

b.

e.                                                                                                                  f.
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Figure 3 (a-g)

High LHCGR expression in GNA11/Q and CTNNB1 double mutant aldosterone-producing adenomas 
(APAs) and double mutant co-transfected primary human adrenal cells. 

a.                UK/Irish Cohort                    b.                  French Cohort                    c.                    Swedish Cohort
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Figure 4 (a-f)

Gene expression profiles in GNA11/Q and CTNNB1 double mutant adrenal cells.
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Figure 5 (a-b)

Aldosterone synthase (CYP11B2) and 11β-hydroxylase (CYP11B1) expression in GNA11/Q  and 

CTNNB1 double mutant APAs. 
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c.

e. f.

Figure 6  (a-f)

GNA11 somatic mutations were found in the adjacent adrenals to double mutant APAs of Patient 7 (a-c) 
and Patient 1 (d-f).
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